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00:00  [Music]
00:01  we're at exploration and production
00:03  company based in London we recently
00:06  acquired the assets of shell Gabon this
00:10  story of a sailor is not unusual where
00:13  new organizations backed by private
00:16  equity are coming in and acquiring
00:17  non-core assets from some of the oil and
00:20  gas majors
00:21  [Music]
00:24  we had a sort of six to seven months in
00:27  in order to bring the company up and and
00:30  have it fully operational as a small new
00:33  company we didn't want to over stretch
00:35  our ability in the IT space
00:37  [Music]
00:40  we've put it in the foundation with the
00:42  with an S AP digital core we're using
00:44  the Hana enterprise cloud we know we've
00:46  worked with the with the HEC team and we
00:49  needed an implementation partner that we
00:50  could trust and we chose a combination
00:53  of opportune consulting and Accenture we
00:56  felt that they you know had the
00:57  experience in the oil and gas sector and
01:00  we knew that they brought with them you
01:01  know a template that would help us to
01:03  get going quickly we did a lot of
01:06  simplification as part of the
01:07  implementation to make sure that we were
01:09  as streamlined as possible to enable us
01:10  deliver in the timeframe that we had but
01:13  I think there's an ongoing benefit we've
01:15  now got a system that's relatively
01:17 simple and standard and makes it easier
01:20 and lower cost of support and I think
01:21 down the line we will start to look at
01:23 some of the applications that sit around
01:25 that digital core in terms of how they
01:26 can also assist assala in in delivering
01:29 their business better more effectively
01:30 in it and a more cost efficient way
01:33 [Music]
01:38 you